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5/2/2012 10:04 PM Good night all :) #rwworkshop
Lots of websites and professional books added to the resource list- check those out
5/2/2012 10:03 PM too. http://t.co/tYAcjrxQ #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 10:03 PM @kelleemoye Thanks #rwworkshop !!!
5/2/2012 10:03 PM I'll have the archive up on http://t.co/tYAcjrxQ soon :) I'll let you know when it is up.
@kelleemoye @AmyRass @imalwayslearnin @mindi_r Thanks for great #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 10:02 PM chat! Must go make lunches for kidlets & read #INSURGENT!
Thank you everyone for coming out to chat tonight- motivation is such a powerful tool
5/2/2012 10:02 PM for any teacher. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges You can do the same thing with their regular books- have them write
5/2/2012 10:00 PM 1 more chapter. Is reading & writing mixed :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Oh! I like that one! I need to use picture books more. I love it when I do,
5/2/2012 9:58 PM I just don't have that many. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r #rwworkshop that's the fun part talking with other educators like this on
5/2/2012 9:58 PM twitter, books for pd, conferences, @goodreads...
5/2/2012 9:57 PM @imalwayslearnin Perfect!!! I am definitely going to ask to get them! Thank you!
@mindi_r I force myself to take time FOR myself. Go to library/bookstore or coffee
5/2/2012 9:57 PM shop w book & computer. #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 9:57 PM @yabookbridges Nanowrimo. My kids loved the challenge. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges One of my favorite writing pieces I do during RW is I have students
5/2/2012 9:57 PM write a sequel to a picture book. #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 9:57 PM @mindi_r Get on twitter :) #rwworkshop
Last minute question-what was most successful (read most kids completed it) writing
5/2/2012 9:56 PM piece of your year? #rwworkshop
So in the last five minutes, what do you do to motivate YOURSELF to keep
5/2/2012 9:55 PM reading/writing? #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 9:54 PM @kelleemoye they are perfect for middle school and I use for rdg/wtg #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 9:54 PM @mindi_r Very true. #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 9:54 PM @imalwayslearnin LOL- awesome! #rwworkshop
5/2/2012 9:53 PM @kelleemoye Korman is brilliant when it comes to so much. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop@kelleemoye also have a favorite for boys: 10 Most Uncontrollable
5/2/2012 9:52 PM functions of the Body http://t.co/OLJoLxd5
5/2/2012 9:52 PM @mindi_r Korman is brilliant when it comes to the mini-series isn't he? #rwworkshop
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9:52 PM @yabookbridges Very true! Thanks for the pep talk :) I worry about my babies :)
@imalwayslearnin I just sent my work e-mail the website so I can see if I can buy them
9:50 PM :) What grade are they for? #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @imalwayslearnin I didn't know about Scholatic's Top 10- thank you! #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @yabookbridges @kelleemoye There's also Korman's Titanic series. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye You're right. HS will require harder texts but if they have the stamina
9:48 PM they will be ok to tackle hard stuff. #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @KateMessner Oh yes, lots of them :) #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop I also love the Scholastic top 10 series. So many to choose from and
9:48 PM very appealing too.
9:47 PM @kelleemoye Don't you have Sharpies in Florida? #WhateverItTakes #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Also, what about Korman's EVEREST or ISLAND series? 3 short books
9:47 PM that make up one larger story. #rwworkshop
@KateMessner But I'm going to try reading a couple of them and book talking them as
9:46 PM survival- brilliant! #sneakyhistorical #rwworkshop
@KateMessner They have the genre sticker on them and the date the story takes
9:46 PM place :( #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges I just know that when they leave middle school they will need to be
9:45 PM able to tackle tougher texts. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges Definitely! I have boys who have never read a book and have read 20
9:45 PM this year- great stuff! #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Maybe you could forget to mention that it's historical & just pitch as
9:45 PM survival stories. :-) #SneakyHistory #rwworkshop
9:45 PM Hey, everyone! Sorry I've missed the chat. Had to watch daughter's fifth grade
9:44 PM @KateMessner Oooo- I don't know that one! Thank you :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Hmm. Ultimately, even DWK still better than no reading. My boys like
9:44 PM Draper, Lupica, Horowitz, 39 Clues, Bluford. #rwworkshop
@KateMessner I have 2 boys that LOVE that series- haven't been able to get others on
9:43 PM it yet as they don't like HF. #rwworkshop
9:43 PM @kelleemoye Greg Neri's CHESS RUMBLE is another great one for that kind of reader.
@AmyRass I love all the great discussions I have when I confer w/students. It all starts
9:43 PM w/the right questions. @kelleemoye
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@yabookbridges #rwworkshop @writeguyjeff also has great resources: Mechanically
9:42 PM Inclined, Everyday Editing & 10 Things Every Writer Needs
@yabookbridges How many days a week did you conference? I've been conferencing
9:42 PM twice a week and only get to each/month. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Have you seen Lauren Tarshis' I SURVIVED series from @scholastic?
9:42 PM Huge appeal for lower-level & reluctant readers. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @imalwayslearnin When I had 45 min, goal=conf w each kid once every
9:42 PM 2 wks. Doable & seemed often/effective enough. #rwworkshop
9:40 PM @imalwayslearnin Would love it! #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges Mine is mostly boys, though, so I'll have to find some that work for
9:40 PM them. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop yes- I have a great form I use I can share if I can figure
9:40 PM out how to post.
@yabookbridges I'll have to do more research. I want them to feel confident in
9:38 PM reading period when they leave my class. #rwworkshop
9:38 PM @AmyRass Hm. I have a lot of Scholastic's Scope magazines. Good idea!
@imalwayslearnin I've had a much easier time conferencing with my 90 min classes
9:37 PM while my 45 min classes are much harder. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye What about older "YA"? Zilpha Keatley Snyder had some with pictures
9:37 PM but few/far between. Nancy Drew has some pics. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye What about magazines like Upfront? It's NY Times for teens. Colorful
9:37 PM and teen-engaging news. #rwworkshop
@AmyRass @kelleemoye #rwworkshop conferencing is the heart of the workshop
9:36 PM help set goals about where to go next: on the run is tough.
9:35 PM @AmyRass however, I feel conferencing is a great way to motivate. #rwworkshop
9:35 PM @AmyRass As this was my first year, I feel like I just can't get a handle on it;
@imalwayslearnin @kelleemoye @KellyGToGo Jeff Anderson's new book 10 Things
9:35 PM Every Writer... is an awesome resource, too. #rwworkshop
9:34 PM #rwworkshop yes! @KellyGToGo's Write Like This is a great resource.
9:34 PM @kelleemoye Conferencing is the toughest, and, no doubt, the most important.
@yabookbridges I can relate. Discipline & management are my biggest issues. Hard to
9:33 PM conf when kids are off task and loud. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges Conferencing, I feel, is something we all are always working on. I
9:32 PM think it is the toughest. #rwworkshop
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@AmyRass That is what they read primarily. They read GNs and books like Diary of a
9:31 PM Wimpy Kid... #rwworkshop
@AmyRass Have to work on conferencing. In a new school/inner city. Discipline issues
9:31 PM abound. Conferencing is hard. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges Middle school. We've moved to books with minimal pictures, but
9:30 PM they won't leave the pictures behind. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Graphic novels might be a good next step. Still pictures but a different
9:30 PM kind of literacy skill. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop love Katie's work @KellyGToGo power comes from
9:30 PM analyzing the texts 4 what we can borrow. Need to read like a writer
@yabookbridges Kids write more when I conference & write sticky note questions,
9:29 PM asking for details. Kids respond to questions. #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin Just bought the Mentor Texts book by KG. Can you give me
9:27 PM example of a minilesson? #rwworkshop
My biggest problem this year is that I teach all struggling readers who are finally
9:27 PM reading, but all books with pictures... #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin That is one of the things I like about common core is that they mix
9:26 PM reading and writing #rwworkshop
9:24 PM @AmyRass I'm in 8th grade this year. Was in 9th/10th last year. You're w juniors??
@AmyRass @kelleemoye @mindi_r How to motivate serial shorties? Kids who don't
9:23 PM ever want to write anything longer than 1 page? #rwworkshop
9:22 PM @yabookbridges Love getting other teachers into the classroom- great idea!
9:22 PM @AmyRass What are you struggling with during reading workshop? #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges I am much better with the WW than the reading. What grade?
9:21 PM Wanna trade? :) #rwworkshop
@AmyRass If you check out the rwworkshop wiki, there is a link to a video that shows
9:21 PM workshop in action. #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin So you use these activities in both writing and reading workshop9:20 PM interesting! #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @yabookbridges @mindi_r I need to find & visit other secondary
9:20 PM classes that attempt workshop. I haven't found many. #rwworkshop
Yes, I use student experts. But have also had other teachers (even from diff
9:20 PM disciplines) come in as guest experts. @kelleemoye #rwworkshop
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WW is the thing I struggle with. I'm much better w the reading but I figure it's better
9:19 PM than traditional assign-grade-repeat. #rwworkshop
9:18 PM @yabookbridges Smart! Are your "experts" other students? #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges How do you keep students focused on making the best products
9:18 PM instead of just on finishing? #rwworkshop
Something I use (but not perfected) is editing stations. Kids move around the room for
9:17 PM "experts" to help edit targeted items. #rwworkshop
9:17 PM @yabookbridges @AmyRass I teach reading only, so no WW, only RW. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges @AmyRass I have, unfortunately, never done WW, that is
9:16 PM @mindi_r's specialty. #rwworkshop
@AmyRass I agree in WW. After the first few pieces, they seem much more interested
9:14 PM in finish line. #rwworkshop
@AmyRass I figure that if I can get those boys motivated, the rest of the class will
9:14 PM follow. #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin My kids like movement, too. It's getting them to focus on
9:13 PM improving specific skills that they revolt. #rwworkshop
@AmyRass Yes, boys can be the hardest to motivate, but when I plan my lessons, I
9:13 PM plan for these boys #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye But once they choose a genre/topic, they tend to work faster b/c they
9:13 PM keep each other motivated. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Friends tend to have similar interests, so more likely to choose
9:12 PM something "fun". Sometimes choosing takes longest. #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin How do you use these high motivation things in your daily lessons?
9:12 PM #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Haha. Both. Some stubborn, ornery 9 th graders--mostly boys give me
9:11 PM gray hairs. Every. Day. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I like to let them choose a partner and then pick from a set list of genres
9:11 PM like parodies or TV scripts, etc. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop my students love graffiti walls, chalk talk and other forms
9:10 PM of "conversations" they like the movement too!
9:10 PM @AmyRass In which workshop? #rwworkshop
So, maybe you can help me: I have a hard time keeping kids motivated. So many are
9:09 PM all about do the work quickly instead of well. #rwworkshop
9:09 PM @yabookbridges Can you explain the partner writing more? #rwworkshop
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I like to let them write with partners on papers to infuse a little excitement when we
9:08 PM seem to have hit a slump. #rwworkshop
Reading doesn't need as much work as writing to keep kids motivated IMO.
9:05 PM Sometimes I use partner projects to get them jazzed. #rwworkshop
Oop- it is 9pm- time to discuss motivation in reading and writing motivation. What are
9:01 PM you tips for keeping your kids motivated? #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM
8:54 PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
8:53 PM I am so excited to talk about motivation tonight! #rwworkshop
8:45 PM Almost #rwworkshop chat time :-)
Content from PLN can be as specific/general as I need it to be. Chats help. #engchat
8:36 PM #rwworkshop #titletalk all help me in my work. #ntchat
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM
7:23 PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM
4:32 PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM
4:16 PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM
3:58 PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM
3:57 PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
Join us for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM ET. We'll be
3:55 PM discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: A little over 24 hours until #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
9:04 PM chat- tomorrow at 9PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
A little over 24 hours until #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat- tomorrow
6:42 PM at 9PM ET. We'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)
“@kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
10:20 PM chat - we'll be discussing motivation. (Pls RT)”
RT @kelleemoye: 9PM ET :-) RT @mindi_r Don't forget to join @kelleemoye and me
9:35 PM on Wednesday night for #rwworkshop! Too bad I can't remember the time!
9PM ET :-) RT @mindi_r Don't forget to join @kelleemoye and me on Wednesday
9:11 PM night for #rwworkshop! Too bad I can't remember the time!
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Don't forget to join @kelleemoye and me on Wednesday night for #rwworkshop! Too
9:08 PM bad I can't remember the time! #notgood
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
8:27 PM chat - we'll be discussing motivation. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
7:55 PM chat - we'll be discussing motivation. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
7:28 PM chat - we'll be discussing motivation. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
7:20 PM chat - we'll be discussing motivation. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat - we'll be
7:07 PM discussing motivation. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
Follow@MaineASCD's spring conference 4/30.Karen Caine to share tchng ideas for
2:14 PM persuasive wrtng in writer's wkshop! #meASCDconf #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop - we'll be discussing
12:55 PM motivation within the workshops. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop - we'll be discussing
12:45 PM motivation within the workshops. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop - we'll be discussing
12:14 PM motivation within the workshops. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
Wednesday at 9pm ET is #rwworkshop - we'll be discussing motivation within the
12:14 PM workshops. I hope you will join us! (Pls RT)
RT @kkilpatrick7: Participate in chats #titletalk #rdgparnters #rwworkshop #5thchat
8:46 PM #mathchat #sfwp
RT @kelleemoye: RT @kkilpatrick7 Participate in chats #titletalk #rdgparnters
8:46 PM #rwworkshop #5thchat #mathchat #sfwp
RT @kkilpatrick7 Participate in chats #titletalk #rdgparnters #rwworkshop #5thchat
6:59 PM #mathchat #sfwp
@mindi_r #rwworkshop on Wednesday :-) does motivation seem like a good topic?
6:57 PM Or year reflections?
3:50 PM Participate in chats #titletalk #rdgparnters #rwworkshop #5thchat #mathchat #sfwp

